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Steinbach named to new
Shelden professorship
BY JIM DRYDEN

Russell D. Shelden, M.D., and
his wife, Mary, have created a
new professorship in anesthesiology at the School of Medicine.
Called the Russell D. and Mary
B. Shelden Professorship, the
chair's first occupant is Joseph
Henry Steinbach, Ph.D., a
professor of anesthesiology and of
neurobiology. Steinbach has been
a faculty member since 1984.
Shelden is an anesthesiologist
who earned a medical degree
from Washington University in
1949 after completing undergraduate work at the University of
Missouri, Columbia. The Sheldens
also have established a professorship there.
The appointment and gift were
announced by Chancellor Mark S.
Wrighton and William A. Peck,
M.D., executive vice chancellor for
medical affairs and dean of the
medical school.
"I thank the Sheldens for their
generous gift to Washington
University," Wrighton said. "An
endowed chair is one of the most
coveted gifts a university can

TriCK 01* tr63t Students from the Campus Y, including freshman Anne Seiden (right) host city
youngsters at a "Safe Halloween" celebration Oct. 31'in Mudd Residence Hall's multipurpose room.

Finkel's portrait joins collection
BY DEBORAH PARKER

II portrait of Donald Finkel,
^^professor emeritus of English,
was installed Oct. 28 as part of
Olin Library's visible testimony to
the efforts of the gifted nucleus of
writers who envisioned the
University's writing program
nearly 25 years ago.
These portraits honor those
faculty colleagues who argued so
vigorously with each other in the
summer of 1975 about how to
teach aspiring writers to write.
From the combined experiences
of these writers and teachers the
prestigious Master of Fine Arts
writing program that exists today
began to take shape.

Finkel, the latest writer to be so
honored, read some of his most
recent poems, and his portrait, .
painted by Barry Schactman,
professor emeritus of art, was
installed in Level 4 of Olin
Library.
Finkel, the author of more than
a dozen books of poetry, joined
the University community in
1960, with his wife, the late poet
Constance Urdang.
It was through a little literary
magazine with 1,000 subscribers
that Finkel first sensed the
University "would be a good place
for writers," he has said. The
magazine's perceptive editors,
with their keen ability to spot upand-coming talent and their

strong sense of excellence, would
draw Finkel and some of the
country's most promising other
writers to the University faculty.
Perspective, A Quarterly of
Literature was the labor of
husband-and-wife editing team
Jarvis Thurston and Mona Van
Duyn. First from their home and
much later from his office in
Duncker Hall, they published the
work of then little-known writers
such as Stanley Elkin and Finkel
and began a correspondence with
them. Thurston, first to join the
University in 1950, and Van Duyn
are credited for building piecemeal
a solid community of writers in
the 1960s. Finkel, then a teacher in
See Portrait, page 2

receive. Endowments for professorships provide key support for
our mission to recruit and
maintain the outstanding
researchers
and educators
who make up
our faculty."
Peck
added: "Joe
Henry
Steinbach is
one of the
leading
neuroscienSteinbach: Leading
tists in his
neuroscientist
field.
Endowed professorships allow us
to recognize outstanding individuals and to support their
important contributions to
research and education. They
enable us to sustain the best
faculty. I believe Dr. Steinbach is a
great candidate for such recognition."
Shelden served on the clinical
faculty of the University of
Missouri from 1958 to 1983 and
spent most of his medical career at
Research Medical Center in
See Shelden, page 3

Nominations sought for 1999
Faculty Achievement Awards
Chancellor Mark S. Wrighton
and John N. Drobak, professor
of law and of economics and chair
of the Faculty Senate Council,
invite the faculty to nominate
recipients of the new Faculty
Achievement Awards.
Wrighton announced the
establishment of the awards last
spring. The first honorees — one
from the Hilltop Campus, one
from the School of Medicine — are
to be chosen in early 1999 and
announced at the Chancellor's

Gala, scheduled for May 1.
As part of their awards, the
recipients will give addresses to
the University community next
fall, summarizing their scholarly
work. Each will receive a $5,000
honorarium at the time of the
address.
The advisory committee
charged with making the selections will consider nominations
on the basis of these criteria:
• outstanding achievement in
See Award, page 7

Binge drinking Nation's colleges grapple with epidemic
BY DAVID MOESSNER

This is a story about going too
far. Way too far.
And since we're tightropewalking on the edge, I'm going to
break down a journalistic taboo
and talk to you in the first person.
My name is Dave and 18 years ago
I was an 18-year-old at the
University of Nebraska. My best
friend and roommate throughout
college was Gonzo.
Actually his name was Scott,
but half the guys in our fraternity
couldn't have told you that.
Gonzo was a Regent's Scholar,
could rifle a three-wood 250 yards
down the middle of the fairway
and cracked us all up with stolen
comedy bits from George Carlin.
Neither Gonzo nor I drank
much — if any — when we were
in high school, I in the burgeoning techno-town of San Jose,
Calif., he in the backwater burg of
Cozad, Neb. That all changed
within the first couple of weeks

on campus,
though.
Gonzo
jumped into the
foam face-first.
Literally. Early
that first
September, our
fraternity
. This issue: A national overview
L
continued a 20Nov.
12:
A
closer
look
at
WU
year tradition
— one that my
Nov. 19: Searching for answers
own dad had
helped start in
his undergrad
getting a bit too "handy" with
days — by constructing a 25-foot
some of the female guests.
by 50-foot front-yard swimming
Another brew or two later, Gonzo
pool made from railroad ties,
slipped off the ledge and fell faceplywood and huge sheets of
first into the shallow end,
plastic. It took three days, two
bouncing his nose off the bottom
full-flowing hoses and a lot of
of the pool. Three of the seniors
beer to fill that pool. Gonzo
pulled him out and carried him
reached capacity about the same
up to sleep it off.
time as the pool did.
That was the first time anyone
For a while that night, Gonzo
called him "Otis." You remember
was the life of the party. Cracking
Otis — the perpetual drunk from
jokes, splashing cannonballs. A
television's "Andy Griffith Show"
few beers later, though, he was
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A Campus Quandary 1

who slept off
stupors in the
comfort of
Mayberry's jail
cell.
Gonzo was a
great guy; Otis I
didn't like so
much. One beer
J
' '
flfc"""*
was often the
difference.
After imbibing
enough to get
up our nerve,
Gonzo, two of
our friends and I would pretend
to be the Beatles and "jam" at
parties. Later one such night, Otis
pushed me down the stairs when
he thought I blew out one of his
stereo speakers. Gonzo helped me
get through calculus; Otis
snoozed through too many
morning — and afternoon —
classes, costing him his scholarship.
One night when we were
seniors, Gonzo graduated from
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the normal game of "quarters" to
"beer bongs." An entire beer (or
two) (or three) was pooled
overhead in a funnel — like the
ones you'd use for changing your
oil. Then, by removing his thumb
from the end of the attached
tube, Gonzo engulfed the beer,
rapid-fire, in one gulp.
Two bongs and 20 minutes
later, Otis pitched and plunged
head-first to the bottom of the
same set of stairs that he had
once pushed me down. Somehow
he managed to crush a beer can,
accordion-like, between the floor
and his forehead — a Stupid
Human Trick, if there ever was
one. I was the one who leaped
over the pool of blood and called
911.
Gonzo's not dead. In fact,
today he's a highly decorated
police detective down south. He
is a devoted husband and doting
father and still hits the threewood 30 yards farther than I do.
See Alcohol, page 6
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Challenges
Guests from 16 European countries, Canada
discuss issues facing U.S. and Europe Nov. 5

The SCOOp 011 COnStrUCtlOn Work continues on new
residential houses being built on the South 40 just east of the
baseball and intramural fields. Excavation will provide space for
a plaza leading to the Forsyth Boulevard underpass. The
buildings are part of a multiyear program renovating housing on
the South 40.

Portrait
Collection honors
nucleus of writers
— from page 1

the Iowa Writers' Workshop —
the country's first universitybased creative writing program —
joined the faculty at Thurston's
urging.
Elkin, Finkel and the justpublished John Morris would join
forces with such established
writers as poet Howard Nemerov
and novelist/philosopher William
Gass, leading one observer to tag
the University as "one of the
largest informal writers' colonies
on an American campus."
In the summer of 1975 many
of these writers met at Gass' home
to hammer out the establishment
of a writers' program at the
University. According to a

Correction
An article in the Oct. 29 Record
identified Charles A. Buescher
Jr. as chairman of the Board of
Directors of the St. Louis
County Water Co. In fact, he is
the company's retired chairman.
The Record regrets the error.

Washington University Magazine
article at the time, tempers flared
as the writers, many of whom
were good friends, passionately
argued about the proper education of a writer. As Gass recalled,
"There was a lot of heat that
night."
At the heart of the disagreement was whether students
needed a highly structured
program of study in languages
and humanities or a loosely
planned curriculum that served a
writer's individual needs.
The curriculum that emerged
remained flexible to suit the
disparate needs of the prospective
novelists, poets, and essayists.
However, students were required
to participate in fiction or poetry
workshops, have their work
critiqued and take academic
courses in subjects that would
nourish their writing.
In 1991 then-Chancellor
William H. Danforth thought that
the distinguished writers who had
brought so much to the University
should be recognized in a
permanent way.
Shirley Baker, vice chancellor
for information technology and
dean of University Libraries,
believes the library was a natural
location for the portraits. "The
libraries house the manuscripts of
all the writers featured on our

News Briefs
Volunteers needed
Men and women over the age of
85 are invited to join a study of
how memory and other mental
functions change as we age. The
study makes yearly tests of
mentally healthy people over 85.
All medical and pencil-andpaper tests relating to the study
are free, and participants who
are unable to travel to the
medical center can be tested
where they live. For more
information, call the School of
Medicine at 286-2683.

Help in teaching
The University's Teaching
Center, newly relocated in Eads
Hall, provides a range of
resources to enhance teaching
and support teachers on
campus. Its staff work with
faculty members, provide group
programs for faculty and
graduate teaching assistants and
serve as teaching advocates on
University committees. They are
also active in classroom
improvement and help faculty
members use instructional

Campus quiz: Do you know
where this seal is?
technology in the classroom. The
center's services and programs are
available to all members of the
faculty; consultations and assistance provided to individuals are
confidential.

High-tech spending
Colleges and universities have
spent a total of $2.8 billion on
computer hardware and software
this school year - an average of

A distinguished group of
professors, policymakers and
journalists from 16 European
countries and Canada will take
part in a panel discussion on
"Foreign Policy Challenges Facing
the U.S. and Europe" at 6 p.m.
Thursday, Nov. 5, in Hurst
Lounge, Room 201 Duncker Hall.
Sponsored by the European
Studies Program in Arts and
Sciences and the World Affairs
Council of St. Louis, the event is
free and open to the public. A
reception will follow the discussion. Reservations are requested,
but those without reservations will
be admitted as space permits.
The panelists, all of whom are
in the country as guests of the
United States Information
Agency's International Visitors
Program, will address foreign
policy concerns facing both
Europe and the United States.
The discussion will provide an

Panel Discussion
What "Foreign Policy Challenges
Facing the U.S. and Europe"
Where Hurst Lounge, Room 201
Duncker Hall
When Thursday, Nov. 5
Admission Free and open to the
public; reservations requested

opportunity to hear firsthand
accounts of challenges confronting these individual nations in
years to come.
Leading the main foreign
policy discussion will be David
Rudd, executive director of the
Canadian Institute of Strategic
Studies; Christoph Schwennicke,
diplomatic correspondent for the
German newspaper Sueddeutche
Zeitung; Povilas Malakauskas, the
deputy defense minister of

Lithuania; and Trinidad Jimenez
Garcia-Herrera, secretary of
international relations for the
Spanish Socialist Party.
This fourrmember panel will
address specific issues relating to
NATO expansion, economic and
political reforms in Eastern
Europe, the European Monetary
Union and regional and ethnic
conflicts in Europe. The discussion
will conclude with a question and
answer session and general
discussion featuring 13 additional
foreign government officials,
journalists and professors who will
answer individual questions.
This larger panel includes
representatives of Albania,
Canada, Denmark, Greece,
Hungary, Italy, Latvia, Malta,
Portugal, Slovenia, Turkey,
Ukraine and the United Kingdom.
For more information, call
727-9988.

walls, as part of
our internationally known
Modern Literature Collection,"
she said.
Baker added:
"Many of us
know or knew
these writers as
University
colleagues and as
regulars in the
libraries, and it is
lovely to see
portraits of our
friends as we go
about our work.
The staff at the
front desk knew Donald Finkel (left), professor emeritus of English discusses his newly finished
Howard
portrait with the artist, Barry Schactman, professor emeritus of art.
Nemerov as an
These writers all would go on
their long careers affiliated with
early-morning regular and John
Morris often sat reading in the
to receive critical acclaim. The
the University.
alcove near the Help Desk."
University would boast connecAnd it is as teachers that the
Nemerov's portrait was the
tiqns to two poets laureate of the
University recognizes them most
first to be installed adjacent to
United States — Nemerov and
of all — for their commitment-to
the entrance in Special CollecVan Duyn.
education arid for their years of
tions. The library now contains
All of them too would spend
work helping aspiring writers.
the images of Elkin (1991) in the
Level 4 lobby; Thurston and Van
Duyn (1993) in the Special
Collections Reading Room; Gass
(1994) with Nicholas, his cat, on
the landing between levels 1 and
2; Morris (1997) in the current
Thomas F. Eagleton, LL.B.,
from the Senate, he has long
periodicals area in the southeast
former U.S. senator (D-Mo.)
taught a course here on business,
corner; and now Finkel.
and University Professor of Public
government and public policy.
Affairs at Washington University,
He also is a partner in the St.
will speak on "Politics
Louis law firm of
and Public Policy in the
Thompson Coburn
New Millennium" at 1:10
and was a chief
p.m. Thursday, Nov. 5, in
negotiator for a
Brown Hall Lounge.
coalition of local
$176 per student, according to
Eagleton served in
business interests that
USA Today. Public institutions
public office for 30 years,
lured the Los Angeles
spent an average of $149 per
the last 18 of which were
Rams football team to
student on technology, while
in the U.S. Senate where
St. Louis.
private institutions spent a perhe was active in matters
He is the author of
student average of $283.
dealing with foreign
three books on politics.
Eagleton: Former
relations, intelligence,
The lecture, part of
Did you know?
senator, writer
defense, education,
the School of Social
As a national research instituhealth care and the environment.
Work's fall lecture series, is free
tion, the University brings
A member of the University
and open to the public. For more
more than $276 million in
faculty since his 1987 retirement
information, call 935-4909.
government and private
research funds into St. Louis
Record (USPS 600-430; ISSN 1043-0520),
every year. Research conducted
Volume 23, Number 11/Nov. 5,1998.
here has added practical and
Published for the faculty, staff and friends
theoretical knowledge in
of Washington University. Produced weekly
medicine, engineering, social
during the school year, except school holidays,
Washington University community news
and monthly during June, July and August by
work, law, business, art,
News & Comments
Medical News
the Office of Public Affairs, Washington
architecture, natural sciences,
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(314)286-0111
University, Campus Box 1070, One Brookings
social sciences and the humaniCampus Box 1070
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Thomas Eagleton discussing politics
and policy in the new millennium

Answer: This seal adorns the
north side of the Psychology
Building archway.
"News Briefs" includes short items on a wide range
of subjects, typically information about resources,
benefits and opportunities available to faculty and
staff. Readers are invited to submit briefs, which
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Medical School Update

Gene transfer
Rice and colleagues tame gene carriers
two reasons to die. If they hadn't
acquired the viral RNA, they
would be killed by puromycin,
which prevents mammalian cells
from making proteins. If they
had, they would die from the
toxic effects of the viral RNA,
though not from the antibiotic.
A small proportion of the
cells survived, however. These
cells seemed to have acquired the
viral RNA because they survived
their contact with puromycin.
But that RNA must have
mutated so that it no longer was
toxic to cells.
The researchers cultured the
survivors and showed that they
did indeed

BY LINDA SAGE

Scientists often use the
genetic material of viruses
to smuggle foreign genes
into cells. But such vectors
frequently kill the cells they
enter, limiting their long-term
utility. For the first time, School
of Medicine researchers have
devised a way to create harmless,
vectors from a harmful virus. In
a paper in the Oct. 27 issue of
the Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences, they show
that the vectors are efficient
couriers of genes.
"A similar strategy might
work for modifying other
cytotoxic viruses that are being
used as gene vectors," said
Charles M. Rice, Ph.D., professor
of molecular microbiology and
head of the research team.
Postdoctoral fellow Eugene V.
Agapov, M.D., Ph.D., and Ilya
Frolov, Ph.D., research assistant
professor of molecular microbiology, were the paper's lead
authors.
By transferring foreign genes
into cultured cells, scientists can
study the regulation and
functions of those genes under
controlled conditions. They also
can. alter the activities of cells —
to compensate for a defective
gene, for example. Commenting
on Rice's
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Eugene Agapov

very
efficient at
making
other
hamster
cells resistant to puromycin.
The researchers mapped the
adaptive mutations and cloned
the mutant RNAs for use as
noncytotoxic gene expression
vectors. They also made vectors
that could be launched from
DNA copies of the RNA. "The
basic idea is that if you transfect
cells with Sindbis vectors that
have these adaptive mutations,
Sindbis will establish replication,
confer puromycin resistance, and
the cells will be perfectly happy
and capable of normal growth,"
Rice said.
The Sindbis vectors contain
two regulatory regions. One
regulates the gene for puromycin
resistance; the other controls a
foreign gene of choice. To test the
effectiveness of the vectors, the
researchers tried out several
foreign genes, including luciferase, the enzyme that makes
fireflies glow. Some of the genes
were expressed at high levels, even
after the host cells had divided 30
to 40 times.
In unpublished work, the
group also has used these vectors
to express proteins of hepatitis C
virus, an important human
pathogen for which no vaccine
exists.
"These vectors should be very
useful scientific tools because, in
a matter of days, people will be
able to make cell populations that
express a gene of interest," Rice
said. "The transfected cells are
normal and capable of division.
This is a tremendous advantage
in studies where you don't want
the vector to perturb the biology
of the cell."

paper in an
accompanying article,
Peter Palese,
Ph.D., of
Mount
Sinai School
of Medicine, said
that the
"long-term
expression

of foreign proteins in a
noncytotoxic manner may blow
new wind into the sails of our
gene therapy enterprise." This
new type of vector might
eventually be used to deliver
DNA vaccines, he also suggested.
Rice and colleagues worked
with Sindbis virus, which
produces fever, headache and
musculoskeletal symptoms. The
virus's genetic material is a single
strand of RNA, which Washington University research groups
engineered into a gene vector in
1989.
To obtain vectors that will
not kill cells, the researchers first
inserted an extra gene into
modified pieces of Sindbis RNA.
The gene coded for a protein
that inactivates puromycin, an
antibiotic. They transferred this
altered RNA into hamster kidney
cells, which then were exposed to
the antibiotic. The cells now had

Free tuition

I think I II W3*Ch Nurse Jennifer Reneau gives Daniel S. Roseman, a graduate research
assistant in pathology, a flu shot in the Clinical Sciences Research Building (CSRB) link. The
Employee Health Service is offering free flu shots to medical school employees and students from
II a.m. to 1 p.m. Nov. 18 and Dec. 2 in the Seashell Lobby of the McDonnell Medical Sciences
Building and Nov. 11 in the CSRB link. Bring a valid medical school identification card and wear a
loose-fitting T-shirt.

22 scientists study brain injury
Results might lead to more effective rehabilitation strategies
■ urnnhi turn AA/nchirt/rtnn
Twenty-two
Washington
University scientists are teaming
up for a series of studies on brain
injuries caused by stroke or
trauma. They hope this will lead to
more effective rehabilitation
strategies. Annually, brain injuries
due to stroke or trauma occur in
more than 1 million Americans.
The interdisciplinary group has
received two grants for the project
— a four-year $600,000 grant from
the James S. McDonnell Foundation and a three-year $300,000
grant from the University's
McDonnell Center for Higher
Brain Function. Barnes-Jewish
Hospital is providing study
facilities and actively participating
in advisory committee functions.
"Helping people with brain
injury is of interest to scientists at
all levels," said Carolyn Baum,
Ph.D., a principal investigator and
assistant professor of occupational
therapy at the School of Medicine.
"Bringing talented, capable
scientists together allows us to
collectively focus our research on
improving the livesrof people with
cognitive disorders, the James S.
McDonnell Foundation's priority."
Baum also is the Elias Michael
Director of the Program in
Occupational Therapy.
The researchers represent
communication science, education, neurobiology, neurology,
neuroradiology, neurological
surgery, occupational therapy,
philosophy and psychology. They
began working together in the fall

Association establishes four-year scholarships

The financial burden of medical
school is being lifted off the
shoulders of a few future doctors
who attend the School of Medicine, thanks to the Barnes-Jewish
Hospital Medical Staff Association.
The association is donating a
portion of its revenue from annual
dues to provide full four-year
scholarships to one first-year
medical student each year. The
scholarships will begin with the fall
1999 class and will continue
indefinitely. Currently, tuition for
four years of medical school at
Washington University is approximately $118,000.
The medical staff association is
made up of physicians who admit

and treat patients at BarnesJewish Hospital and who are the
full- and part-time faculty at the
School of Medicine.
The scholarships will be
awarded to students solely on the
basis of financial need and
academic merit, without regard to
gender, age, race or religion.
"These scholarships are a
wonderful statement of support
for our educational mission from
the medical staff association, and
we thank them for it," said
William A. Peck, M.D., executive
vice chancellor for medical affairs
and dean of the medical school.
"Their dedication is one of the
major factors underlying the

continuing success of the
institution."
R. Jerome Williams Jr., M.D.,
clinical instructor of medicine at
the University and president of the
association, said, "It is the BarnesJewish Medical Staff Association's
hope that these scholarships will
reinforce our strong commitment
to the School of Medicine."
A similar scholarship also has
been awarded to the Jewish
Hospital College of Nursing and
Allied Health, an affiliate of
University College. College of
Nursing students take elective
courses through University
College to fulfill degree requirements.

,
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1996 to develop an understanding of each other's scientific
procedures and language in order
to link their disciplines.
They first will implement a
measurement model to identify,
characterize and track moderately
impaired stroke patients and
patients with mild to moderate
traumatic brain injury. They plan
to test the model's effectiveness in
four pilot studies:
• Behavioral and neurological
mechanisms of neglect after a
stroke, conducted by Maurizio
Corbetta, M.D., assistant professor
of neurology, of radiology and of
neurobiology;
• Learning-based rehabilitation
interventions, conducted by
Corbetta and Alexander
Dromerick, M.D., assistant
professor of neurology and of
occupational therapy;

• Pnii i/ tori7ihAn r\T /"Arm i i
Characterization of cognition,
conducted, by Steven Petersen,
Ph.D., professor of neurology, of
neurobiology and of radiology;
• Role of the brain's cerebellum
in cognition and recovery from
central nervous system injury,
conducted by Thomas Thach Jr.,
M.D., professor of neurobiology, of
neurology and of physical therapy.
Dromerick, the project's other
principal investigator and head of
the medical school's section on
stroke and brain injury rehabilitation, said, "Collaborative investigations allow us to execute the
science needed to develop better
kinds of rehabilitation strategies to
help patients with brain injury
return to their prior functional
status."
For more information or to
refer a patient for rehabilitation,call 454-7756.

Shelden

ology research," Evers said.
Steinbach studies the functions of certain neural receptors.
He spent many years examining a
class of receptors called acetylcholine nicotinic receptors. Now,
much of his research focuses on
gamma-aminobutyric acid
(GABA) receptors. The GABA
receptors are part of the pathway
through which many anesthetics
work.
He has directed the
department's research unit since
his arrival in 1984. In addition, he
is the coursemaster for the Ethics
and Research Science Class for
the Division of Biology and
Biomedical Sciences. Last year,
the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke
selected Steinbach for a prestigious Javits Neuroscience
Investigator Award. He was a
National Science Foundation
Graduate Fellow from 1968 to
1973, a Muscular Dystrophy
Association Fellow from 1974 to
1977 and a Sloan Foundation
Fellow from 1978 to 1981.
He earned a bachelor's degree
in organic chemistry from Reed
College in Portland, Ore., in 1969,
and a doctorate in biology from
the University of California, San
Diego, in 1973. Steinbach was an
assistant professor of molecular
neurobiology at the Salk Institute
in La Jolla, Calif., before coming
to Washington University.

Steinbach named to
new professorship
— from page 1
Kansas City. He is a member of
the Missouri State-Medical
Association and the American
Medical Association and is a
former president of the Missouri
Society of Anesthesiologists.
"I am very interested in
medicine in my state," Shelden
explained. "At various times, I
have been involved in medicine all
over Missouri. I was born and
educated here, and I will be
buried here. Making these gifts is
my attempt to further the
progress of medical education and
research both at Washington
University and the University of
Missouri."
According to Alex S. Evers,
M.D., the Henry Eliot
Mallinckrodt Professor and head
of the Department of Anesthesiology, the Shelden professorship
will help support the department's
extensive research efforts.
"The gift from the Sheldens will
enable us to more fully support
and maintain Dr. Steinbach's major
contributions in anesthesiology
research and thereby enhance and
maintain the department's
preeminent position in anesthesi-
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University Events
Eliot Trio to perform music of Beethoven, Dvorak
and Antonin Dvorak's "The
Washington University's
Dumky Trio, op. 90."
Eliot Trio, a piano trio
Carlin has performed as a
made up of three promisoloist with such orchestras as the
nent St. Louis musicians, will
Saint Louis Symphony Orchestra
present "Music of Beethoven and
Dvorak" at 8 p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 17. and the Boston Pops and has
The concert, which is free and open worked with conductors including
Leonard Slatkin and Roger
to the public, will take place in
Norrington. He has appeared in
Steinberg Auditorium. The
recital with musicians such as
Department of Music in Arts and
Pinchas
Sciences and the
Zukerman,
Saint Louis
Anner Bylsma
Symphony
Eliot Trio
and Malcolm
Orchestra's
Bilson and at
Community
Where Steinberg Auditorium
the Festival of
Partnership
When 8 p.m. Nov. 17
Two Worlds in
Program are
Spoleto, Italy;
sponsoring the
Admission Free and open to the
the Newport
event.
public
Music Festival
The Eliot Trio
in Rhode
consists of Seth
Carlin, professor of music and
Island; and Lincoln Center's
"Great Performers" series.
director of the piano program at
Carlin graduated from Harvard
the University; David Halen,
University with a bachelor's degree
concertmaster for the Saint Louis
Symphony Orchestra; and John
in music, later earning a master's in
piano from the Juilliard School. He
Sant'Ambrogio, the orchestra's
received a Licence de Concert from
principal cellist.
the Ecole Normale de Musique de
The program will consist of
Ludwig van Beethoven's "Piano
Paris; he has studied piano with
Trio in E-Flat Major, op. 1, no. 1"
Rosina Lhevinne, Jules Gentil and

David Halen (left), Saint Louis Symphony Orchestra concertmaster,
and Seth Carlin, professor of music and director of the piano
program in the Department of Music in Arts and Sciences, rehearse
Oct. 28 at Powell Symphony Hall. Halen and Carlin are two-thirds of
the Eliot Trio, which will perform works by Beethoven and Dvorak at
8 p.m. Nov. 17 in Steinberg Auditorium.

Morton Estrin and interpretation
with Wilhelm Kempff.
Halen has been with the Saint
Louis Symphony Orchestra since

1991 and was appointed its
concertmaster in 1995. Before
coming to St. Louis, he was a
member of the Houston Sym-

phony Orchestra, where he served
as assistant concertmaster. He
performs on a 1753 Johannes
Baptiste Guadagnini violin made
in Milan, Italy.
Halen earned a bachelor's
degree from Central Missouri
State University at the age of 19.
He received a master's degree from
the University of Illinois and in
1979 was the youngest recipient
ever of a Fulbright Scholarship for
study at the Freiburg Hochschule
fur Musik in Germany.
Sant'Ambrogio has been the
principal cellist of the Saint Louis
Symphony Orchestra since 1968,
after playing with the Boston
Symphony Orchestra for nine
years. Sant'Ambrogio also has
served as a cellist with the Boston
Trio and the Zimbler Sinfonietta,
as principal cellist for the Boston
Ballet Orchestra and as a faculty
member at Boston University.
Sant'Ambrogio studied music
at Lebanon Valley College in
Pennsylvania and at Ohio University.
For more information, call
935-4841.

Memory and suggestibility • New Millennium • Pop-up Books
"University Events" lists a portion of the .
activities taking place at Washington
University over the next 10 days. For a
full listing of medical rounds and conferences, see the School of Medicine's website
at medschool. wustl.edu/events/. For an
expanded Hilltop Campus calendar, go to
www.wustl.edu/thisweek/thisweek.html.

Exhibitions
"William Jay Smith: Man of Letters."
Through Nov. 24. Special Collections, Level
5, Olin Library. 935-5495.

"Joint Faculty Exhibition." Nov. 6 to Dec. 9.
Opening reception Nov. 6 from 5 to 7 p.m.
Gallery of Art, Steinberg Hall. 935-4523.

Films
Friday, Nov. 6
7 and 9:30 p.m. Filmboard Feature Series.
"The Sweet Hereafter." (Also Nov. 7, same
times, and Nov. 8,7 p.m.) Cost: $3 first
visit; $2 subsequent visits. Room 100
Brown Hall. 935-5983.

Midnight. Filmboard Midnight Series. "The
Last Supper." (Also Nov. 7, same time, and
Nov. 8, 9:30 p.m.) Cost:'$3 first visit; $2
subsequent visits. Room 100 Brown Hall.
935-5983.

6 p.m. Chinese Film Series. "Eat, Drink,
Man, Woman." Room 219 Ridgley Hall.
935-5983.

Tuesday, Nov. 10

Friday, Nov. 13

2:30 p.m. Russian dept. film. "Home of the
Gentry." (English subtitles.) Room 219 S.
Ridgley Hall. 935-5517.

7 and 9:30 p.m. Filmboard Feature
Series. "Wag the Dog."
(Also Nov. 14, same times
and Nov. 15,7 p.m.) Cost:
$3 first visit; $2
subsequent visits. Room
100 Brown Hall. 935-5983.

7 and 9:30 p.m. Filmboard Classic and
Foreign Series. "Inherit the Wind." (Also
Nov. 11, same times.) Cost: $3 first visit;
$2 subsequent visits. Room 100 Brown
Hall. 935-5983.

Lectures feature former senator, radio host
Peace broker
George Mitchell
speaking Nov. 11

w>

5ft

George Mitchell, chief negotiator of the Ireland Peace
Accord, will deliver the annual
Mitchell: Former
Gross: NPR
senator from Maine
talk show host
Rabbi Ferdinand M. Isserman
Memorial Lecture/Hennings
Lecture at 11 a.m. Wednesday,
led the successful reauthorization
Nov. 11, as part of Washington
of the Clean Air Act, including
University's Assembly Series. The new controls on acid rain toxins.
lecture, which is free and open to He was instrumental in the
the public with limited seating,
passage of the Americans with
will take place in Graham
Disabilities Act, which extended
Chapel.
civil rights protection to the
As a U.S. senator from Maine, disabled, and in the ratification of
Mitchell served from 1980 to
the North American Free Trade
1995. He is currently chairman of Agreement and the creation of the
the International Crisis Group, a World Trade Organization.
non-profit organization dediMitchell has written three
cated to the prevention of crises
books, including "Men of Zeal,"
in international affairs. At the
co-written with Senator Bill
request of the British and Irish
Cohen, describing the Irangovernments, he chaired the
Contra investigation, and "World
International Commission on
on Fire," about the threat of the
Disarmament in Northern
greenhouse effect.
Ireland and
Mitchell earned a bachelor's
was later
degree from
chosen to head
Bowdoin
Assembly Series
the Northern
College in 1954
Ireland peace
and then served
talks.
Who George Mitchell
in Berlin as an
Mitchell's
officer in the
Where Graham Chapel
work in the
U.S. Army
When 11 a.m. Wednesday, Nov. 11
Senate led to
Counterthe enactment
intelligence
Admission Free and.open to the
of nursing
Corps until
public
home stan1956. He
dards in 1987
received an
and the evaluation of medical
LL.B. degree from Georgetown
care outcomes in 1989. In his
University Law Center in 1960.
work on the Finance Committee,
For more information, visit the
he concentrated on the Medicare Assembly Series web page (http://
program, welfare reform and tax wupa.wusd.edu/assembly) or call
fairness legislation. In 1990, he
935-5285.

Terry Gross
brings a breath
of'Fresh Air'
Terry Gross, host of National
Public Radio's "Fresh Air" talk
show, will deliver an Assembly
Series lecture tided "An Afternoon with Terry Gross" at 4 p.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 10, in Graham
Chapel. The lecture is open to '
the public with limited seating.

Assembly Series

Wednesday, Nov. 11

Midnight. Filmboard Midnight Series.
"Roger and Me." (Also Nov. 14, same
time, and Nov. 15, 9:30 p.m.) Cost: $3
first visit; $2 subsequent visits. Room
100 Brown Hall. 935-5983.

Lectures
Thursday, Nov. 5
11:15a.m. Center for Mental Health
Services Research brown bag luncheon
seminar. "Archiving Research Data Sets:
When, How, Where and What is It?" Peter
Dore, data base administrator, George
Warren Brown School of Social Work.
Room 39 Goldfarb Hall. 935-5687.
Noon. Genetics seminar. "Co-Suppression
and Genetic Interference by DoubleStranded RNA." Andrew Fire, Dept. of
Embryology, Carnegie Institute. Room
823 McDonnell Medical Sciences Bldg.
362-3365.
1 p.m. Biomedical computing analysis
seminar. "European Drosophila Genome

Project: Sequencing the X Chromosome of
the Fly." Takis Benos, United Kingdom.
Room 2204 Old Shriner's Bldg. 362-3365.
1:10 p.m. Social work lecture series.
"Politics and Public Policy in the Nev
Millennium." Thomas F. Eagleton,
University Professor of Public Affairs and
former U.S. senator. Brown Hall Lounge.
935-4909.
4 p.m. Assembly Series lecture/commentary. Spike Lee, film director. Graham
Chapel. 935-5285.
4 p.m. Earth and planetary sciences
colloquium. "Noble Metal Solubilities in
Silicate Melts: Experimental Results and
Geochemical Applications." Alexander
Borisov, senior research associate, NASA,
Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas.
Room 362 McDonnell Hall. 935-5610.
4 p.m. The Julia Hudson Freund memorial
Lecture. "Tumor Surveillance via the ARFp53 Pathway." Charles Sherr, chairman,
Dept. of Tumor Cell Biology, St. Jude
Children's Research Hosp. Eric P. Newman
Center. Sponsored by the Cancer Center.
747-0359.
4:30 p.m. Mathematics colloquium. "Norm
Convergence of Normalized Iterates and the
Growth of Koenigs Maps." Pietro PoggiCorradini, prof, of mathematics, Kansas
State U. (Tea 4 p.m.) Room 199 Cupples I
Hall. 935-6760.
5 p.m. Vision science seminar series. "Crx,
An Otx-Like Homeodomain Protein, is
Essential for Photoreceptor Function."
Shiming Chen, instr. in ophthalmology and
visual sciences. East Pavilion Aud., BarnesJewish Hospital Bldg. 362-3365.
6 p.m. Panel Discussion.
"Foreign Policy
Challenges Facing the
United States and
Europe." Co-sponsored by

Who Terry Gross
Where Graham Chapel
When 4 p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 10
Admission Free and open to the
public

In 1975, Terry Gross began
hosting and producing "Fresh
Air" at WHYY in Philadelphia. It
began airing nationally in 1985
and now has a weekly audience
estimated at more than 2 million
listeners.
The daily program features
Terry Gross' in-depth interviews
with prominent cultural and
entertainment figures, as well as
distinguished experts on current
affairs and news. Guests have
included John Updike, Arthur
Miller, Jimmy Carter and Martin
Scorsese.
Gross earned undergraduate
and graduate degrees in education from State University of New
York in Buffalo and began her
broadcasting career there at
WBFO Radio in 1973.

Free concerts
Wind Ensemble, Jazz Band on tap
The University's Wind Ensemble
will play in concert at 3 p.m.
Sunday, Nov. 8, in Holmes
Lounge. The concert, sponsored
by the Department of Music in
Arts and Sciences, is free and open
to the public.
Dan Presgrave, instrumental
music coordinator in the Department of Music, directs the
program, which will include
"William Byrd Suite" by Gordon
Jacob and "Entry of the Boyars" by
Johan Halvorsen.
The Wind Ensemble's 50
woodwind, brass and percussion
players perform traditional and
contemporary band and chamber
music in five performances a year,
both locally and on tour.
Other upcoming events include:
• Nov. 10 — Martin Bresnick,
professor adjunct of music at Yale
University, will give a free lecture

titled "The Gates of Paradise" at 4
p.m. in Room 102 Music Classroom Building.
• Nov. 11 — The Washington
University Jazz Band, under the
direction of Christopher Becker,
jazz ensemble director, will give a
free concert at 8 p.m. in The
Gargoyle in Mallinckrodt Center.
• Nov. 18 — The Washington
University Jazz Combo, under the
direction of Ingrid Monson,
Ph.D., assistant professor of
music, will perform in a free
concert at 6 p.m. in the Ann W.
Olin Women's Building Lounge.
• Nov. 20 — Bruce Carvell,
assistant registrar, will present a
lecture titled "Distant Echoes:
Historical Singers and Their
Recordings" at 4 p.m. in Room
102 Music Classroom Building.
For more information about
any of these events, call 935-4841.
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the World Affairs Council of St. Louis and
the European Studies Program. Hurst
Lounge, Duncker Hall. 727-9988.

Friday, Nov. 6
Noon. Cell biology and physiology seminar.
"Genetic Analysis of Zebrafish Pigment
Stripe Development." Stephen L. Johnson,
asst. prof, of genetics. Room 426
McDonnell Medical Sciences Bldg.
747-4233.
4 p.m. Geometry seminar. "The WILLMORE
Energy of Holomorphic Quaternionic Line
Bundles." George Kamberov, prof, of
mathematics. Room 199 Cupples I Hall.
935-6760.

n

4 p.m. Music dept. lecture.
"Construing Text as Music."
Emily Laugesen, visiting
instructor in music. Room 102
Music Classroom Bldg. 935-4841.

6 and 8:30 p.m. Travel lecture series. "The
Faces of Italy." Dale Johnson. Cost: $4.50.
Graham Chapel. 935-5212.

Monday, Nov. 9
11 a.m. Center for Mental Health Services
Research brown bag seminar. "Service
Level Costing and Collection Methods."
Don Anderson, senior economist, Research
Triangle Institute's Center for Economics
Research. Room 39 Goldfarb Hall. 9355687.
Noon. Molecular biology and pharmacology
seminar. "Mechanism of Action of the Rb
Tumors Suppressor Protein." Doug Dean,
assoc. prof, of pulmonary and critical care
medicine. The Philip Needleman Library,
Room 3907 South Bidg. 362-2725.
Noon. Work, Families and Public Policy
Brown Bag Seminar. "Understanding
Racial Disparities." James J. Heckman,
prof, of economics, U.- of Chicago. Room
300 Eliot Hall. 935-4918 or 935-6691.
4 p.m. Immunology research seminar
series. "Integrins and IAP (CD47): Digging
the Extracellular Matrix." Eric J. Brown,
prof, of internal medicine, depts. of
Medicine, Cell Biology and Physiology. Eric
P. Newman Education Center. 362-2763.

Tuesday, Nov. 10
Noon. Molecular microbiology/microbial
pathogenesis seminar. "Genomics and
Phylogeny of the Primitive Eukaryote
Giardia." Mitchell Sogin, senior staff
scientist, Marine Biological Labs, Woods
Hole, Mass. Cori Aud., 4565 McKinley Ave.
362-8873.
12:10 p.m. Physical therapy research
seminar. "In Vitro Production of .
Neocartilage Allografts for Articular
Repair." H. Davis Adkisson, research
instructor in medicine, Renal Div., Jewish
Hosp. Classroom C, lower level, 4444
Forest Park Blvd. 286-1400.
4 p.m. Assembly Series lecture. "An
Afternoon With Terry Gross." Terry Gross,
host, National Public Radio's "Fresh Air."
Graham Chapel. 935-5285.
4 p.m. Music dept. lecture. "The Gates of
Paradise." Martin Bresnick, adjunct prof, of
music, Yale U. Room 102 Music
Classroom Bldg. 935-4841.

Wednesday, Nov. 11
6:30 a.m. Anesthesiology Grand Rounds.
"Pediatric Neuroanesthesia at St. Louis
Children's Hospital: An Update." Iris
Soliman, asst. prof, of anesthesiology.
Wohl Aud., 4960 Children's Place.
362-6978.
8 a.m. Obstetrics and Gynecology Grand
Rounds. "Mammography and Women in
Their 40s." Huyen Q. Pham, admin, chief
resident. Clopton Aud., 4950 Children's
Place. 362-1016.
11 a.m. Assembly Series. Rabbi Ferdinand
M. Isserman Memorial Lecture/Hennings
Lecture. George Mitchell, chief negotiator,
Ireland Peace Accord, and retired
Democratic senator from Maine. Graham
Chapel. 935-5285.

Award-winning architects meld
structure with locale, culture
Canadian architects Patricia and
John Patkau, whose awardwinning designs demonstrate the
importance of integrating
architecture with locale and
culture, will deliver a lecture on
their recent work at 6 p.m. Nov. 19
in Steinberg Hall Auditorium.
The Patkaus, who are Raymond
E. Maritz Visiting Professors, will
present the final lecture in the fall
line-up of the School of Architecture's Monday Night Lecture Series.
A reception at 5 p.m. in Givens
Hall will precede the lecture.
The husband-and-wife team
formed their firm, Patkau
Architects, in 1978 in Edmonton,
Alberta. In 1984, they relocated to
Vancouver, British Columbia. Both
fellows of the Royal Architectural
Institute of Canada, the Patkaus
strive to incorporate elements
specific to culture and locale in
their designs for projects ranging
from schools to offices to homes.
They view this approach,
combined with fine form, as a
means of reversing the homogenization of architecture due to the
increasingly international nature
of the field.
Among their most prestigious
work, the Patkaus won a national

design competition in 1986 for
the.Canadian Clay and Glass
Gallery in Waterloo, Ontario. The
project won the Canadian
Architecture magazine Award of
Excellence in 1990.
John Patkau received bachelor
of arts and bachelor of environmental studies degrees in 1969
and a master of architecture
degree in 1972, all from the
University of Manitoba.
Patricia Patkau received a
bachelor's degree in interior
design in 1973 from the University of Manitoba, where she was
awarded the university's Gold
Medal. She received a master of
architecture degree from Yale
University in 1978. She is an
associate professor at the School
of Architecture at the University
of British Columbia in
Vancouver.
Sponsored by the School of
Architecture and the Student
Union, the student-run Monday
Night Lecture Series is free and
open to the public. The Maritz
lectures are sponsored by the
Raymond E. Maritz endowment,
given by William E. and Jackie
Maritz. For more information,
call 935-6200.

3:45 p.m. Physics colloquium. "Science and
Pseudoscience, Good and Bad Science, and
How to Tell the Difference." Michael W.
Friedlander, prof, of physics. Room 204
Crow Hall. (Coffee 3:30 p.m., Room 241
Compton Hall.) 935-6276.

Dana-Farber Cancer Institute and Harvard
Medical School. The Philip Needleman
Library, Room 3907 South Bldg.
362-2725.

4 p.m. Biochemistry and molecular
biophysics seminar. "Protein Mechanics
and Dynamics I: From Equilibrium
Conformational Fluctuation to ProteinLigand Disassociation Under External
Force." Hong Qian, asst. prof., Dept. of
Applied Mathematics, U. of Washington,
Seattle. Cori Aud., 4565 McKinley Ave.
362-5401.

Thursday, Nov. 12
11:15 a.m. Center for Mental Health
Services Research brown bag seminar.
"Assessing Service Needs of Depressed
Elders." Nancy Morrow-Howell, assoc. prof,
of social work; Enola Proctor, prof, of social
work and dir. of the Center for Mental
Health Services Research; and Hong Li,
doctoral student in social work. Room 39
Goldfarb Hall. 935-5687.
4 p.m. Cancer Center seminar series.
"Molecular Role of Caspases in Apoptotic
Cell Suicide and Human Disease
Pathogenesis," Donald Nicholson, dir,
depts. of Pharmacology, Biochemistry and
Molecular Biology, Merck Frosst Centre for
Therapeutic Research. Third Floor Aud.,
St. Louis Children's Hosp. 747-0359.
4 p.m. Earth and planetary sciences
colloquium. "The Search for Source
Craters of Martian Meteorite ALH84001."
Nadine G. Barlow, instructor of astronomy
and dir. of the Robinson Observatory, U. of
Central Florida. Room 362 McDonnell Hall.
935-5610.

4:30 p.m. Mathematics colloquium. "NonExistence of Global Smoothing Solution
Operators of the D-bar Equation on Some
Smoothly Bounded Pseudoconvex
Domains in CAn." Norberto Salinas, prof, of
mathematics, U. of Kansas. (Tea 4 p.m.)
Room 199 Cupples I Hall. 935-6760.
8 p.m. Writing Program reading series.
Author and Visiting Hurst Professor Carol
Bly. Hurst Lounge, Duncker Hall. 935-7130.

Noon. Cell biology and physiology seminar.
"New Views of Microtubule Dynamics in
Vertebrates and Yeast Using Fluorescent
Speckle and Multi-Mode Microscopy."
Edward D. Salmon, Dept. of Biology, U. of
North Carolina. Room 426 McDonnell
Medical Sciences Bldg. 362-3964.
4 p.m. Geometry seminar. Anneke Bart,
prof., St. Louis University. Room 199
Cupples I Hall. 935-6760.

3:30 p.m. — Residential Life
made contact with a student
who reportedly possessed
marijuana in an Eliot Residence
Hall room and removed a small
amount of the substance. It was
turned over to University Police;
the incident remains under
investigation.

Music
Thursday, Nov. 5
8:30 p.m. Music dept. student recital.
Music of Haydn, Schubert, Liszt and
Debussy. Graham Chapel. 935-4841.

Sunday, Nov. 8

8 p.m. WU Jazz Band concert. Christopher
Becker, dir. The Gargoyle, Mallinckrodt
Center. 935-4481.

Oct. 30
1:32 p.m. — A facilities employee
responding to a report of a gas
leak at the Athletic Complex
discovered that a gas meter and
line between the complex and
Fraternity Row had been

2:32 a.m. —A student reported
having been sexually assaulted by
another student following a block
party on Fraternity Row. The
victim was treated at an area
hospital and released. The suspect
voluntarily contacted University
Police; an investigation continues.
University Police also responded to
three reports of theft, three
additional reports of vandalism,
one trash can fire, one auto
accident and one peace disturbance.

Miscellany
Friday, Nov. 6
8 a.m.-5 p.m. Office of Continuing Medical
Education. "Minimally Invasive Surgery at
the Millennium." (Continues Nov. 7, 8
a.m.-5 p.m.) Eric P. Newman Education
Center. To register, call 362-6891.

Saturday, Nov. 7

4 p.m. Molecular biology and pharmacology
special seminar. "Regulation of Energy
Balance by PPARy and Its Co-activators."
Bruce M. Spiegelman, prof, of cell biology,

Oct. 31

Friday, Nov. 13
8 p.m. Performing Arts Dept. performance.
Shakespeare's "A Midsummer Night's
Dream." William Whitaker, director. (Also
Nov. 14, 20, 21, same time, and Nov. 15,
22, 3 p.m.) Cost: $10; $8 for faculty, staff,
students and senior citizens. Edison
Theatre. 935-6543.

Noon. Woman's Club fall luncheon. "Saving
the Jewish Remnants." Lily Schwarzschild.
Cost: $17. Sunset Country Club, 9555
Geyer Road. 849-2730.

3 p.m. Music dept. concert. WU Wind
Ensemble. Dan Presgrave, dir. Holmes
Lounge, Ridgley Hall. 935-4841.

vandalized, causing $1,200
damage.

Performances

Botanical Garden, Ridgeway Center. 9354643.

Monday, Nov. 9
8 a.m.-5 p.m. STD/HIV class lecture and
practicum. "Sexually Transmitted
Diseases (STD) Clinician." (Continues thru
Nov. 17, same time.) Co-sponsored by the
St. Louis STD/HIV Prevention Training
Center and School of Medicine. Cost: $90.
Bradley Room, first floor, Old Shriner's
Hosp., 712 S. Euclid. CEU/CME available.
To register, call 747-1522.

Saturday, Nov. 14

4 p.m. Joint Center for East Asian Studies
Colloquium Series. "Koreans in Japan and
in the Americas." George A. DeVos, prof,
emeritus of anthropology, U. of CaliforniaBerkeley. Room 30 January Hall. 935-4448.

The following incidents were reported to University Police from Oct. 27-Nov. 1.
Readers with information that could assist in investigating these incidents are urged to
call 935-5555. This release is provided as a public service to promote safety awareness
and is available on the University Police Web site atTescomp.wustl.edu/-wupd.

Canadian architects Patricia and John Patkau designed this residence on Vancouver Island in British Columbia as a natural outgrowth of a rocky cleft on the five-acre site. The stucco-on-wood
frame home captures distinct elements of the site including a
window with a close-up view of the moss-covered, rocky terrain and
an outdoor terrace with breathtaking views of the Strait of Georgia.

Friday, Nov. 13

Wednesday, Nov. 11

8 a.m-4:15 p.m. Psychoanalysis
conference. "Memory and Suggestibility
in the Psychotherapeutic Relationship."
Eric J. Nuetzel, asst. clinical prof, of
psychiatry and psychoanalyst, St. Louis
Psychoanalytic Institute. Co-sponsored by
George Warren Brown School of Social
Work, Dept. of Psychology and St. Louis
Psychoanalytic Institute. Cost: $125 to the
public; $40 for students. May Aud., Simon
Hall. 361-7075.
.9:30 a.m.-noon. Fine Arts
Institute workshop.
"Polaroid Manipulation."
Demonstration by Sharon
Pettus, author. Cost: $40. Missouri

S a.m.-noon. Fine Arts Institute workshop.
"Make the Bunny
Hop." Bob Smith
will teach how to
make pop-up
books with moving
parts. Cost: $40. Room 204 Lewis Center.
935-4643.

Sports
Friday, Nov. 6
7:30 p.m. Men's soccer team vs. Centre
College. Francis Field. 935-5220.

Saturday, Nov. 7
I p.m. Football team vs. Colorado College.
Francis Field. 935-5220.

Saturday, Nov. 14
II a.m. Men's and women's cross country.
NCAA Division III Midwest Regional
Championships. (Hosted by WU.) Forest
Park, St. Louis. 935-5220.
Noon. Men's and women's swimming/
diving. WU all-divisions diving. Millstone
pool. 935-5220.

Sports Section

Campus Watch
Oct. 27

5

Women to

4CAAS

For the second c onsecutive
season and third time in four
years, the WU w omen's soccer
team has gained a berth in the
NCAA Division III tournament.
The Bears, top-s eeded in the
Great Lakes regi Dnal, will play
either Friday, Nc iv. 6, or Saturday, Nov. 7, vs. t le winner of a
first-round gam »between
Denison Univen ity, Ohio, and
Calvin College, ]

Football fa k

lo

For only the thir d time in 12
years, .the Founc ers Trophy will
reside at the Uni versify of
Chicago. The M iroons defeated
Washington U. 1 6-6 Saturday,
Oct. 31,atStagg Field to take
possession of th l traveling
trophy which co mmemorates
the first game pi ayed between

the University Athletic
Association's (UAA) founding
schools in 1987.

MeiTS SOCCer WillS

first player in history to be
named the le, igue's most valuable
player for thr ee consecutive
seasons

RunnOrS

victorious

The men's soccer team defeated
Case Western Reserve University
1-0 in double-overtime Saturday,
Oct. 31, in Cleveland. The win
kept alive the Bears' hopes for an
NCAA Division HI tournament
bid-

The men's an d women's cross
country team s wrapped up the
1998 regular season with a pair
of victories ai the Washington
University M mi-Meet last
Saturday in F orest Park.

Volleyball takes UAA

Swimme rs defeated

The volleyball team ran its UAA
winning streak to 119 matches
an(
l captured its 10th consecutive
league title at the UAA Championship last weekend at Carnegie
Mellon University, Pittsburgh.
The Bears defeated Emory

The men's sw imming team
dropped a 14 8-54 decision at the
University of Missouri-Rolla last
Friday. Senio r Ryan Schuenke led
WU with a p lir of second-place
finishes in th '. 200 free (1:49.53)
and the 100 h ack (56:51).

1?™? " *' ?'" m3tCh ^
the third consecutive season.
Senior Jennifer Martz became the

Compiled by Kevin Bergquist, director, sports
information, and K eith Jenkins, asst. director,
sports information
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How College Students 19% ABSTAINED 81% DRANK ALCOHOL
Used Alcohol in 1997 WMttHMHttttM mi fffff f if if firififf tf ttttfflttttffl i ff i i i Iff f f ii f i ffff i f f iMH MM HHt HH
Source: The Harvard School of Public Health College Alcohol Study:
Based on 14,521 responses from 116 colleges.

Alcohol
Nation's colleges grapple
with binge drinking
■ from page 1
No, Gonzo was lucky.
And so is this University.
Because Otis lives here.... And
he lives on virtually every other
college campus, as well.
The bottom line: 43 percent
of students on American
campuses are "binge drinkers"
— consuming five or more
drinks in a sitting for men or
four or more drinks for women
during the past two weeks.
Further, half of that group are
"frequent" bingers — partaking
at that rate at least three times in
a two-week period.
Those findings are according
to the Harvard School of Public
Health's "College Alcohol Study,"
which was released in the
September edition of the Journal
of American College Health. The
report, a follow-up to the
landmark study in 1993, was
based on the responses of 14,521
students at 116 colleges in 39
states.
Rather less sensationally, the
study reports that 81 percent of
all college students drink, with
19 percent choosing to abstain
from alcohol.
A comparison between the
1993 and 1997 reports points to
an increasing polarization of
alcohol users on campus. For
those looking for a glimmer of
hope, the major change was a 22
percent increase in the proportion of abstainers from 15.6 to
19.0 percent. By contrast,
though, 6 percent more students
were frequent binge drinkers —
a rise from 19.5 to 20.7 percent.
Further, "drinking to get drunk"
increased from 39.4 to 52.3
percent — a 33 percent rise.
Washington University was
not among the 116 participants
in the Harvard survey. However,
the University is included in the
annual Core national survey
administered by Southern
Illinois University at
Carbondale, which uses similar
methodology. The corresponding numbers closely reflect the
national trends:

19% did not drink

38% drank but did not binge

1 or 2 times in 2 weeks

• 73 percent of WU students
drink, 36 percent binge drink
and 27 percent abstain
according to the 1997 Core
study.
The subject of students and
alcohol is a complex and vexing
issue for everyone involved —
students, administrators,
faculty, staff and parents.
It's about changing and
evolving a University culture —
yet acknowledging that college

3+ times in 2 weeks

vomit. A fraternity member
dialed the MIT campus police
who, in turn, transferred the call
to 911. Emergency medical
technicians responded quickly
and discovered that Krueger was
not breathing, his face was blue,
and he had choked on his own
vomit. He was rushed by
ambulance to Beth Israel
Deaconess Hospital in Boston,
where he was ultimately
pronounced dead.

50 college students die from
alcohol poisoning.
Nonetheless, Scott Krueger's
death at MIT did seem to
catalyze many colleges and
universities to examine their own
situations more closely. At
Washington University, Chancellor Mark S. Wrighton appointed
a task force last winter to review
the University's alcohol policy,
which had been established by a
similar panel in 1989.
In a report recently delivered
to James E. McLeod, vice
chancellor for students and dean
of the College of Arts and
Sciences, the committee left the
GEftDtR
^
current policy intact. However,
by agreement, the existing policy
, „ 48.4% (yjaje
will be more fully implemented.
Notably, on the South 40 —
38.9% Female .
which houses 2,600 undergraduYEAftlN SCHOOL
ates, including virtually all 1,500
freshmen — there now is zero
r'.' >-.' .43.2% Freshman
tolerance for kegs, for open
;
containers outdoors, or for
; ^,43.0% Sophomore
alcohol in the lounges and
jV* V*4«% Junior
~
common areas in the residence
, ~v J >41.3% Senior
houses.
But most parties involved
RESIDENCE
agree that simply "making
policy" is not the final answer. It's
45.1% Dormitory
of a process, a dialogue that
81.1% Fraternity/sorority part
needs to encompass every voice
on campus — those in student
40.1% Off campus
affairs, residential
life, health and
wellness, student
activities, health
As part of RA training on the South 40, a session on
services, Greek
alcohol was held Oct. 12. Members of the WU community
affairs, University
were invited to write open letters to the RAs about what
Police, judicial
affairs, general
they see as issues concerning alcohol and life on campus
group had
counsel, the
The following is excerpted from one such letter.
been taking
administration,
"... Sometimes you have an
from putting any pressure
the faculty and,
part in a
obligation to intervene, and even whatsoever on others to drink,
yes, the students.
fraternity
to intervene in advance. If my
including drinkers who have had
drinking
In this space
son were one of your residents,
enough. Otherwise, they are not
ritual on
over the next two
the two times when I would hope only hypocritical — they are
Sept. 26,
issues, we will
that you would intervene are
engaging in coercion, however
1997. After
hear those voices.
these. First, to make sure that no subtle abusing other people's
complaining
Speaking of
one who passes out drunk is ever dignity and liberty."
of nausea
which, there's a
left alone to "sleep it off." This is a
and lying
voice I need to
matter of life and death. Second, Joel Anderson
down on a
hear now —
given how much drinkers hate
Adjunct professor of philosophy
couch,
Gonzo's. You
being "told what to do" it is only and assistant dean in Arts and
Krueger was
know, not until
fair of them to actively refrain
Sciences
halfway through
carried
this did I realize
upstairs to
his new
with a chill that
bedroom by two "big brothers,"
"my" Scott shared the same first
The tragedy at MIT — as well
placed on his stomach with a
name as MIT's Scott. One was
as a similar occurrence last fall at
trash can nearby. Approximately
lucky, one was not. The quest, it
Louisiana State University —
10 minutes later, Krueger was
appears, is to lessen luck's
were high profile but not all that
unconscious and covered with
allotment in the equation.'
unusual. Each year, an estimated

Massachusetts Institute of
Technology learned the hard way
last year. On Sept. 29,1997, Scott
Krueger, an 18-year-old freshman, died after being in a coma
for some 40 hours. The last time
he was on his feet, his bloodalcohol level was 0.41 — an
astonishing five times the legal
limit in that state.
According to a district
attorney statement, Krueger and
the rest of his 12-member pledge

Binge Drinking by Student Characteristics

VOICES RA training prompts open letters

students have, are, will and
always will drink.
It's about setting limits,
relaying expectations and
providing alternatives — yet
realizing that saying "alternative"
implies that drinking is the
behavioral norm.
It's about fostering personal
choice and growth — yet dealing
with the incongruousness of the
term "responsible 19-year-old
drinker" when state laws say
"21."
It's about not moralizing —
yet knowing that there is a moral
to be gained.
It's about education and
letting students learn, as they do,
from their own mistakes — yet
praying that the lesson does not
come at the ultimate cost.

VOICES Coburn reaches national television audience
On Oct. 23, Karen Levin Coburn (center, below) and Madge Lawrence Treeger
appeared on ABC's "Good Morning America" discussing alcohol on college campuses with
co-host Kevin Newman. The program, which devoted the entire morning to college-oriented
issues, originated live from the University of Maryland. Co-authors of the book "Letting
Go," Coburn is assistant vice chancellor for students and associate dean of the freshman
transition, and Treeger formerly was a member of the University's Counseling Service. The
following is excerpted from the televised segment.
Kevin Newman: "By
way of perspective, do the
kids on campus today drink
any more than you or I
might have when we were
on campus?"
Karen Coburn: "We
really don't know. The
Harvard study is the first
major, comprehensive study
of college campuses. But
what we do know is that
binge drinking, as defined
by the Harvard study, is a
problem on campus. And we
know that students, faculty and
administrators are concerned
about it."
Newman: "Madge, why are
students drinking too much?"
Madge Treeger: "Well, I wish
I knew that. Probably the same
reasons that they always drank.
It may be that they are exacerbated, but again we don't know.

22% binged occasionally 21% binged frequently

They're under a lot of stress, they
want to find a niche. But I think
that we need to remember that
when you say 43 percent are
binge drinking, that means the
great majority of students are
not. And I think that we need to
remember that — that this isn't
an automatic rite of passage that
everybody has to take. There are
responsible drinkers on campus."

Newman: "Won't the
students outgrow it
eventually, as they mature a
little bit more and get more
responsible? Do we really
need to be concerned or are
they going to outgrow it?"
Coburn: "No, I think we
have to intervene, I really
do. I think that education is
very important — it's
necessary — but it is not
sufficient. What we're
seeing now on college
campuses is a very holistic
approach. For instance, at
Washington U. we've hired
someone as a director of health
promotion and wellness. She's
working with our judicial
administrator and with faculty
and with the students themselves to make the place a
healthier, safer place for all
students."

VOICES MIT president provides direction
Charles M. Vest, president of Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, was quoted in the Nov. 5,1997, issue MIT Tech
Talk. Vest's statements were made upon the formation of
MIT's Working Group on Prevention of Binge Drinking,
convened in reaction to the drinking-related death of MIT
student Scott Krueger.
"I reject the thought that we
cannot succeed. Our society has
made real progress on seemingly insoluble problems:
Smoking and drunken driving
in America have been reduced
substantially. Transmission of
the HIV virus has dropped.
Diet and exercise in large
segments of our populace have
been improved.
In every case, change has
been brought about because we
have gained a deepened
understanding of the negative
consequences, for ourselves and
others, of inappropriate and
unhealthy behavior. All of these
efforts to improve our lives
have proceeded one step at a
time, and all are continuing
processes. All have required
individual and collective
leadership. We can and must
make a difference.
"... Moralizing will get us
nowhere.... This problem

indeed is very difficult and
complex. Drinking behavior
stems from peer pressure,
societal values, family matters,
social interactions, self-image
and the messages and images that
surround us. Inappropriate
drinking behavior sometimes
begins well before arrival on
campus.
"We need to bring about
cultural change and new peer
expectations on these matters.
Prohibition does not work, and
binge drinking cannot be
legislated out of existence. But we
can set community standards and
expect each other to adhere to
them. We can look into the mirror
and determine if we are acting
wisely. We can insist that others
not trample on our rights to a
reasonable living and learning
environment. We can gain
personal and collective resolve to
resist thoughtless pressure to
abandon common sense."
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Notables
Of note
David A. Feinberg, M.D., Ph.D.,
instructor of radiology, recently
was named a Radiological Society
of North America (RSNA) Scholar
and will receive a $60,000 research
award. The RSNA scholars
program facilitates research
activities of young faculty
members by freeing at least half of
their time for a designated
research project. Feinberg's
project is titled "Fast MRI
Scanning: Development and
Clinical Evaluation." ...
William H. McAlister, M.D.,
professor of radiology and of
pediatrics, recently received the
Society for Pediatric Radiology's
most distinguished honor — the
Gold Medal — at the society's

annual meeting. The award is
given to pediatric radiologists who
have contributed greatly to the
organization and to pediatric
radiology as a scientist, teacher,
personal mentor and leader.

On assignment
Mark DeKay, assistant professor
of architecture, is participating in
the collaborative project, "Architecture and Energy: Forming a
Network for Course Material
Development, Evaluation and
Dissemination," which seeks to
improve architecture students' and
practicing professionals' understanding of how to design energyefficient buildings. A three-year
$288,616 grant from the U.S.
Department of Education's Fund

School of Art appoints Ott
head of graduate program
Sabina Ott, associate professor
Ott came to the University in
1996 from the Art Center College
of painting in the School of
of Design in Pasadena, Calif. A
Art, has been named director of
widely exhibited painter, she is
the school's Graduate Program.
perhaps best known for her work
The program, one of the most
in encaustic — a thick mixture of
distinguished of its kind in the
raw pigment and melted
United States, offers
majors in painting,
wax. Her works are
included in the permasculpture, ceramics,
nent collections of the
printmaking/drawing
and photography. It
Metropolitan Museum
of Art in New York, the
currently includes
Los Angeles County
approximately 40
students from across the
Museum of Art, the
Corcoran Gallery of Art
country.
in Washington, D.C.,
"It's very exciting to
be given this opportuOtt: Leads art school's and others.
nity," Ott said. "I think
Ott received a
distinguished program
that a lot of graduate
bachelor of fine arts
programs have either a strong
degree in 1979 from the San
studio component or a strong
Francisco Art Institute and two
critical theory program, but very
years later earned a master of fine
few are able to offer both. At
arts there. In 1986, she began
Washington University, students
teaching at the Art Center College
have access to a professional art
of Design and later that year won
school and a major liberal arts
a New Talent Award from the Los
college, which helps them to really Angeles County Museum of Art.
master their chosen media at the
In 1990, she received a National
same time they're confronting
Endowment for the Arts Inditoday's major theoretical issues.
vidual Artist Grant.
It's really the best of both worlds."

Campus Authors
Joan Cassell, Ph.D., research associate in the Department of
Anthropology in Arts and Sciences

The Woman in the Surgeon's Body
(Harvard University Press, Cambridge, 1998)
Surgery is the most martial
group that has never before been
and masculine of medical
examined in depth. The book
specialties. The male combat
recounts how these women
with death is carried out in the
surgeons fulfill their dreams and
operating room,
practice in a calling
where the intrepid
where 95 percent of
surgeon challenges the
their colleagues are
forces of destruction
men.
and death. What, then,
Do these women
if the surgeon is a
differ from their male
woman?
colleagues? And if so,
Joan Cassell enters
do such differences
this closely guarded
affect patient care? The
arena to explore the
answers Cassell
work and lives of
uncovers are as
Cassell: Observed
women operating in
complex and fascinat33 women surgeons
what is largely a man's
ing as the issues she
world. She observed 33 women
considers. A unique portrait of
surgeons in five North American the day-to-day reality of these
cities over the course of three
remarkable women, "The
years. The book follows these
Woman in the Surgeon's Body" is
women through their grueling
an insightful account of how
days: making rounds, performbeing female influences the way
the surgeon is perceived, by
ing operations, holding office
hours, teaching residents and
colleagues, nurses, patients and
superiors — and by herself.
racing through corridors from
one appointment to the next.
(Excerpted from book jacket)
These women surgeons tell of
their training and relations with
A recent release available at the Campus Bookstore in
patients, nurses, colleagues,
Mallinckrodt Center on the Hilltop Campus or at the
husbands and children.
Washington University Medical Bookstore in the Olin
Residence Hall. For more information, call 935-5500
Cassell presents a lively mix
(Hilltop Campus) or 362-3240 (Medical Campus).
of portraits and theory about a

for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education will cover
49.8 percent of the project cost,
with three participating universities paying the remaining costs.
Headed by the University of
Oregon, the project involves
developing, evaluating and
disseminating to architecture
schools course material to
support the "energy scheming"
computerized design tool. DeKay
is working on Internet-delivered
curricula, including a climate
database, exercises and examples.
The project URL is http://
www. arch.
wustl.edu/escurriculum.

Speaking of
Glenn C. Conroy, Ph.D.,
professor of anatomy and
anthropology, and Jane E.
Phillips-Conroy, Ph.D., associate
professor of anatomy and
anthropology, were invited
speakers at Harvard University
Oct. 15-16. Conroy spoke on
"Squeezing Blood from a Stone:
Medical Imaging and
Paleobiology," while PhillipsConroy's lecture was titled
"Multidisciplinary Primatology
in the Ethiopian Baboon Hybrid
Zone." Their lectures were jointly
sponsored by Harvard's Department of Anthropology and
Evolutionary History and
Paleobiology Group....
Wendy Hyman-Fite, director
of the English as a Second
Language (ESL) Program,
delivered a presentation titled
"Trompenaars' Seven Dimensions of Culture: Applications to
Teaching English as a Second
Language" at the Mid-America
Teachers of English to Speakers
of Other Languages conference
held in October at St. Louis
University. At the conference,
Rosa Schuette, assistant director
of the ESL Program, facilitated a
discussion about the new
computer-adaptive version of the
Test of English as a Foreign
Language.

Award
Nominations of
faculty sought
— from page 1

research and scholarship;
• recognized prominence
within the community of
scholars;
• service and dedication to the
betterment of the University; and
• respected accomplishments
in teaching.
Drobak and Gerhild S.
Williams, Ph.D., professor of
Germanic languages and
literatures and special assistant to
the chancellor for academic
affairs, co-chair the advisory
committee. This panel, comprised of three members each
from the School of Medicine and
from Arts and Sciences and one
member from each of the other
six schools, will consider
nominations and make recommendations to Wrighton.
Any full-time active faculty
member is eligible for the award,
and full-time active faculty may
submit nominations. Nominations should include a letter
explaining the reasons for
submitting the name and a
curriculum vitae of the nominee,
as well as three supporting letters
from persons acquainted with the
nominee and his or her contributions as a faculty member.
Nominations must be
submitted by Feb. 1 to Gerhild S.
Williams, special assistant to the
chancellor for academic affairs,
Campus Box 1128.

The Rev. Jonathan L. Weaver, pastor of the Greater Mount Nebo
AME Church in Prince George's County, Md., and junior Stephanie
Baker, president of the University's Association of Black Students,
share a light moment during a student recruiting reception and
program Oct. 18.

Efforts to attract black students earn
honor from Prince George's County
On behalf of the Prince George's
County (Md.) Council, 7th
District representative Dorothy F.
Bailey honored Washington
University for its efforts to
advance opportunities for collegebound African-American students
during a student recruitment
event held at La Fontaine Bleu in
Lanham, Md.
Bailey presented a proclamation
to Chancellor Mark S. Wrighton
hailing Oct. 18 as "Washington
University Day in Prince George's
County, Md." Approximately 400
high school students, their parents,
high school teachers, counselors
and community leaders attended.
The Rev. Jonathan L. Weaver,
pastor of the Greater Mt. Nebo
African Methodist Episcopal
Church in Upper Marlboro, Md.,
and an alumnus of the University,
hosted the event, along with local
members of the University's Black
Alumni Council.
The program was geared
toward high school students living
in Maryland, Washington D.C.,
and northern Virginia. Weaver,
who serves as president of the
Collective Banking Group of
Prince George's County and
Vicinity and as president of the
African Methodist Episcopal
Church Ministerial Alliance of
Washington, D.C., was the first
president of the University's
Association of Black Students.
Weaver was joined by fellow
alumnus Joe Madison, a talk radio
host and program director for

WOL-AM in Washington and
WOLB-AM in Baltimore. Known
on the air as "The Black Eagle,"
Madison is an award-winning radio
personality. He also is a nationally
syndicated newspaper columnist.
"When you are choosing a
university," Madison told the
students, "you are choosing a lifetime
partner. Washington University had
diversity before diversity was a
political phenomenon."
James McLeod, vice chancellor
for students and dean of the College
of Arts and Sciences, gave a slide
presentation about the University
and its people, and Lanae D.
Williams, a junior from Maryland
majoring in international studies
who serves as chairperson of the
University's Student Admissions
Committee, shared her experiences.
The event gave area AfricanAmerican students an opportunity
to learn about the institution firsthand by visiting with several
current University students,
including Williams and junior
Stephanie Baker, president of the
Association of Black Students.
Wrighton also spoke about
opportunities and programs at the
University and presented a
certificate of appreciation from the
University to the Kiamsha Youth
Empowerment Program for its
"great work with the young people
of Prince George's County." Bailey,
who also serves as the program's
honorary chairperson, and Barbara
Dunn, an adviser for the program,
accepted the award.

Employment
Use the World Wide Web to obtain complete job descriptions. Go to cf6000.wustl.edu/hr/home
(Hilltop) or medicine.wustl.edu/wumshr (Medical).

Hilltop
Campus
Information regarding
positions may be obtained
in the Office of Human
Resources, Room 130,
West Campus. If you are
not a WU staff member,
call 935-9836. Staff
members call
935-5906.
Coordinator of Events
and Volunteers 990068

Administrative
Assistant (part time)
990098
News Writer/
Assistant Record
Editor 990099
Documents
Coordinator 990102
Mechanic
(Bargaining Unit
Employee) 990104
International Career
Adviser 990105
Secretary 990109

CFU Accountant 990085 Research Assistant
990111
u
Curator 990091
General Office Assistant ^'a*orV Assistant
(pat time) 990092
c,.„Hinn ,„H
DevelopmentAssisfan.

990095

33U

Deputized Police
0«icer990113

Deputized Police
Officer 990114

St. Louis, MO 63110, or
call 362-7196.

Publications Editor/
Coordinator 990115

990045

Medical
Campus
This is a partial list of
positions at the School
of Medicine.
Employees: Contact
the medical school's
Department.of Human
Resources at
362-7196. External
candidates: Submit
resumes to the Office
of Human Resources,
4480 Clayton Ave.,
Campus Box 8002,

Database Analyst
Technologist 990202
Clinical Research
Division Administrator 990231
Secretary II990259
Medical Records/
Transcription
Supervisor 990565
Technician 990578
Patient Services
Representative

990588
Billing/Reimbursement Manager
990658
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Charles F. Zorumski, M.D., (right)
and Jose Mathews, a fourth-year
resident in psychiatry, examine
photomicrographs of hippocampal slices from the brain of a rat.

Psychiatry's head coach
Charles F. Zorumski
draws lessons from
soccer to investigate
the chemistry
underlying mental
illness

BY JIM DRYDEN

"Sometimes I've told
people the best training
for a career in academic
science is having been an
athlete. Never get too
high with the victories.
Never get too low with
the defeats."

Chuck Zorumski (fourth from
left, back row) as goalie on
SLU's NCAA championship
soccer team.

In April 1997, Charles F.
Psychiatry. "I don't feel pressure
Zorumski, M.D., became head because I realize it's not possible
of the Department of Psychia- to measure up to those people.
try at the School of Medicine.
I'm a competitor, but you don't
It was not a job he actively sought, pick the ones you can't win. Those
but his research made him a good
people are legends in the field of
fit for the top spot in a department psychiatry. I just hope to do a
that has espoused a medical model good job." Although relatively new
of mental illness for more than
on the job, Zorumski is getting
half a century.
good reviews from his faculty.
Zorumski focuses not on the
Master at administration
behavior of patients but the
chemical changes that may
"Chuck has been an exceedingly
influence behavior. He does most
good department head, and I
of his work in cell lines and
expect he will keep getting better,"
hippocampal slices, observing the
reported longtime colleague
basic mechanisms of cellular
John W Olney, M.D., professor of
communication in the brain and
psychiatry and of neuropathology.
the changes in molecular activity
"He is turning out to be a master
that underlie mental illnesses such at administration, something I
as depression and schizophrenia.
had not anticipated, simply
The idea that mental illness, like because I had not witnessed him
any other illness, results from a
in that role before."
biological cause was perfected - if
Maybe Olney was looking in
not born - at Washington Univerthe wrong place. Zorumski may
sity, and that biological model is at not have worked as an administrathe core of the psychiatry
tor, but he did work as a coach.
department's history.
Soccer is his game. He used to
"Part of the reason I took this
coach his son Erik's team and still
job was the history and the
coaches his 14-year-old son Ian's
tradition of this department,"
select team, and, for several years,
Zorumski explained.
he was an assistant coach at his
A walk down the third floor
alma mater, Saint Louis University
corridor in the Renard Hospital
(SLU).
Building thrusts those traditions
"Coaching really influences my
into a visitor's face. Just outside the management style," Zorumski
psychiatry conference room are
said. "In soccer, you don't take
portraits of some of the people
good players and shackle them
whose work made the department with a system unsuited to their
one of the most important
talents. You adapt and find the
psychiatric research centers in the
way they perform best."
world. Pictures of Edwin Gildea,
Zorumski was a goalkeeper for
Eli Robins, Samuel Guze and
SLU in the early 1970s. In 1972
others hang on the wall, a constant and '73, he and his teammates
reminder of the department's
won national championships, the
storied history. Intimidating?
last two NCAA soccer champion"Not really," explained
ship teams in Billiken history. He
Zorumski, who wears the mantle
also traveled to Japan as goalof one of the legends in his title,
keeper for the 1974 U.S. Olympic
the Samuel B. Guze Professor of
soccer team.

Zorumski is quick to credit his
soccer experience as an important
influence on his later life, teaching
him the value of teamwork,
dedication and cooperation, but
even he has trouble making the
connection between soccer and
neuroscience.
"Tell me about it," Zorumski
said with a laugh. "Most of those
guys who played for Saint Louis
U. ended up in accounting or
marketing. There were very few
science majors, I assure you."
But he does believe playing
soccer helped prepare him for life
as a scientist.
"Sometimes I've told people
the best training for a career in
academic science is having been
an athlete. Never get too high with
the victories. Never get too low
with the defeats," he explained.
"Getting grants and being
successful is just another form of
competition."

St. Louis native
Born in north St. Louis in the
summer of 1952, Zorumski was a
product of St. Louis Catholic
schools, attending Holy Rosary
grade school and DeAndreis high
school. He wasn't born into
medicine. There were no doctors in
the family, but he credits experiences growing up with creating an
interest in psychiatric disorders.
"I noticed there were lots of
people in the city who were
hanging around on street corners
talking to themselves or to the
light posts, and it didn't take long
to figure out that psychiatric
disorders affect quite a number of
people," he said.
But Zorumski didn't set out to
understand and cure those
disorders. As a competitor, he
picked his spot and concentrated
his efforts on a manageable
experimental model.
"You pick levels of study where
you feel you can gain enough
control over the experimental

paradigm to actually begin to
understand mechanisms," he said.
"Early on in psychiatry, I decided
we were probably so far away
from understanding behavior that
I thought it more profitable to
work at a more basic level."
He focused on syriaptic
transmission, studying how
neurons send messages to one
another and concentrating on the
role of glutamate as a neurotransmitter. Many of his 150-plus
scientific articles deal with longterm potentiation (LTP), a
natural brain process that
enhances communication
between neurons, closely
associated with memory and
learning.
Some of his, work also is
related to anesthetics. For several
years, Zorumski has been part of
a program project grant awarded
to the Department of Anesthesiology to evaluate anesthetic
effects in the central nervous
system. Part of his role has been
to test and evaluate steroid
analogs synthesized by Douglas F.
Covey, Ph.D., professor of
molecular biology and pharmacology.
"Chuck would personally
evaluate all the compounds we
made," Covey said. "He would
come to work early in the
morning and usually be finished
with his experiments by the time
I arrived. He knew I needed those
evaluations to direct the work in
my lab, and since he did not have
a large enough group to assign
someone else, he did the work
himself."

Seizure research
Another of Zorumski's longstanding interests is seizure
disorder and the effect of seizures
on communication between
neurons. As a resident, Zorumski
worked in the neurology lab of
Eric Lothman, M.D., Ph.D.,
studying how seizures spread
through the nervous system.
"He was doing research in a
lab in the basement of the Old
City Hospital," reported longtime
friend Eugene H. Rubin, M.D.,
Ph.D., a professor of psychiatry
who first met Zorumski in 1978
when the two were residents. "We
were doing rotations at the old
Malcolm Bliss Hospital next door,
and Chuck hooked up with
Lothman to get his first real
exposure to basic bench science."
Those studies formed the basis
for what became Zorumski's
major clinical research interest,
electro-convulsive therapy (ECT).
Although years of study have not
revealed the exact mechanism
through which ECT works to ease
symptoms of depression and
schizophrenia, he says it is clear
ECT does help some patients, and
producing effective treatments is
a goal Zorumski tries always to
keep in his sights. He knows the
changes he observes at the
molecular and cellular level might
be related to behavioral endpoints
that influence mental health.
For his own mental health,
Zorumski leaves science and
psychiatry at the office when he
goes home, and that hasn't
changed with his new stature as#
department head.
"My wife, Teresa, and I never
talk about work. That's just not
on the agenda," he said. "When I
leave here, I leave it."
That's another lesson from
sports. As a goalkeeper, he had to
learn not to worry about being
scored on. When he gave up a
goal, he would review the play
and think about ways to improve,
but he tried not to dwell on it.
But not everyone can leave the
game on the field or the job at the
office. Zorumski's secret? "I've
had a lot of goals scored on me,"
he said with a laugh. "After a
while, you get kind of desensitized to certain things."

